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Adam Donner is the Founder and VP of Operations for Photogra, Inc., a photography software company serving many tourist locations, cruise ships, amusement parks and zoos throughout the United States, Caribbean, and Europe. Odds are, if you take a picture on a family vacation anywhere in the northern hemisphere, Photogra's software powers that photo opportunity. Adam founded Photogra in 2000 in New York City after his intense entrepreneurial spirit led him to teach himself coding and create the photo sharing technology at the height of the original "dot com" boom. Photogra is still going strong after 17 years in business. Photogra's success has allowed Adam to relocate to Denver, more than 13 years ago, while maintaining operations in New York and expanding his business into photo finishing with the formation of the fulfillment arm of Photogra, Expert Lab Services, LLC. located in Atlanta, Georgia.

Prior to this, he worked with the web development company, Rare Medium Group, within the Rare Ventures division, responsible for the development and management of several of the company's high traffic Internet websites including REGARDS.COM.

Adam graduated from the University of Michigan in 1998. He is a proud DPS parent to Adi (second grade) and soon Marcus (Class of 2031). He is passionate about making Denver's public schools the best in the nation and is excited about the journey ahead for his two children as they move through DPS. In his free time, Adam enjoys skiing and all Colorado's outdoors have to offer.